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ABSTRACT: While design has long been incorporated in elementary and secondary education in 
the UK and Canada, movements to include engineering design in K-12 education have recently 
gained traction in the U.S.  Engineering design practices have been highlighted as a fundamental 
component of K-12 science and engineering education (National Research Council 2011) and 
outreach and curricula-based efforts in K-12 engineering often include simplified models of the 
engineering design process models (e.g. Massachusetts Department of Education 2001).  In light 
of this growing interest, understanding how children engage in the design process is increasingly 
important.  Some studies of children engaged in design have indicated that they “skip initial steps 
of the design process” (such as planning and drawing) in favor of immediate hands-on work with 
materials (Welch 1999; Welch and Lim 2000).   In addition, efforts to have children engage in 
drawing to represent or plan their idea prior to construction have had mixed results as to whether 
it is productive or even related to their final artifacts (Rogers and Wallace 2000).  Other 
researchers have suggested that initial sketching may be unnatural for students until drawing 
skills are more developed (Anning 1997; MacDonald and Gustafson 2004).  Conversely, there is 
evidence that children have resources to create drawn representations that resemble their final 
creation (Fleer 2000; Portsmore 2008) and that planning may emerge as students progress 
through design experiences in primary/elementary schooling (Roden 1995; Roden 1999).   These 
conflicting findings indicate that more work is needed in understanding how and in what 
contexts children engage in engineering design practices, particularly planning and drawing. 
 
This paper presents results from a pilot study of twenty-one fourth grade students engaged in an 
engineering design activity situated in a literary context in school.   Students were tasked with 
identifying problems the main characters faced in the book From the Mixed Up Files of Mrs. 
Basil E. Frankweiler by E. L. Konigsburg.  Pairs of students selected a problem to work on and 
designed and constructed a solution to help the characters.  Using classroom video, observations 
and qualitative methodologies, we show that students engaged in several types of planning and 
drawing activity, including formal and informal drawing practices and requirement and 
constraint refinement. The students’ planning and final artifacts can be viewed as evidence that 
students have the capacity for engaging in preliminary reasoning and decision making about their 
design.   Taken in context with other research on children and design, these results suggest 
children may be sensitive to the contextual need for engineering practices, particularly 
planning/drawing.  In addition, they imply that engineering curriculum designers may need to 
take this sensitivity into account when designing engineering experiences for K-12 students.   
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Efforts to include design in K-12 education have been enacted for numerous years in the UK and 
Canada.  Recently, numerous motivations have generated a movement to include engineering 
design in K-12 education in the U.S.  Engineering design practices have been highlighted as a 
fundamental component of K-12 science and engineering education (National Research Council 
2011). Studies of children engaged in design have indicated that children “skip initial steps of the 
design process (such as planning and drawing) in favor of immediate hands-on work with 
materials (Welch 1999; Welch and Lim 2000).  In addition efforts to have children engage in 
drawing to represent or plan their idea prior to construction has mixed results as to whether it is 
productive or even related to their final artifacts (Rogers and Wallace 2000; Portsmore 2008).  
Several researchers have suggested that initial sketching may be unnatural for students or that 
drawing skills need to be developed (MacDonald and Gustafson 2004). 
 
However, in a pilot study of 4th grade students engaged in an engineering design challenge 
situated in a literary context, we observed students engaging in several types of planning and 
drawing activity.   This paper presents evidence that we assert supports the claim that elementary 
students are capable of engaging in reasoning and decision making about a design prior to 
working with the materials.  The evidence is situated in the relationship between students’ 
drawing and materials requests and their final artifacts as well as their talk when engaging in a 
planning activity.  Examination of these preliminary results, in light of other research on children 
and design, suggests that while students have the capacity for these types of activities in an 
engineering design context that they are also sensitive to the contextual need for engineering 
design practices, such as planning and drawing.  
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
The initial impetuses for K-12 engineering education efforts in the U.S. can be traced to calls 
from higher education for greater awareness of the discipline as a career path and greater 
preparedness in math and science for engineering coursework at the college level.   However, 
efforts have broadened to include engineering practices and skills as key components of science 
education (National Research Council 2011).  While there is significant interest in the inclusion 
of engineering in K-12, there is limited information about how children engage in the practices 
of engineering design and best practices for teaching engineering design and engineering activity 
development in K-12.  
 
Engineering design problems are described as messy or ill-defined – meaning they have missing 
information, vague requirements, and multiple criteria for success (Jonassen, Strobel et al. 2006).  
Models of design processes provide a framework for people to solve ill-defined problems 
(Jonassen 2000). Engineering design process models (e.g. Pahl and Beitz 1984; French 1998) are 
purported to be idealized representations of the practices (or activity) and sequence of practices 
that professional engineers are engaged in when designing a solution to a complex problem. 
However, within the fields of engineering and design there is significant debate as to whether the 
models are representative as descriptive models or useful as prescriptive models (Cross, 2001).  
Studies of professionals (adults) engaged in design have mixed results as to the degree to which 
to their activity aligns with these models or is useful as a prescriptive tool (Cross 2001).  
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Specifically related to planning, it has been theorized that adults engaged in design use 
preliminary drawing to help offload ideas so that they can think about other requirements or 
constraints (Simon 1996; Purcell and Gero 1998)  as they work to specify an idea for 
prototyping.  However, empirical work has mixed results.  A selection of research (Schütze, 
Sachse et al. 2003; Song and Agogino 2004) has found a relationship between the time/and or 
quality of preliminary drawings and the quality of the final solution — suggesting that 
preliminary drawing is an integral component of the design process.  Conversely, there is 
evidence from case studies (Bilda, Gero et al. 2006) and other empirical work (Yang and Cham 
2007) where the quality of the final design was not related to the amount of time or quality of 
initial drawings.  The research hypothesize that many professional designers may have 
visualization skills or mental imagery abilities that make drawing less essential to their process.  
This lack of consensus suggests that for adults the relationships between design practices around 
drawing and design outcomes are still being unpacked. 
 
Similarly, as we have engaged children in design activities, there have been findings that 
children’s natural design process and practices are not representative of engineering design 
process models.  Specifically, studies of children engaged in design problems have found that 
children “skip” preliminary planning practices.  For example, Welch (1999) found that students 
engaged in designing and building the tallest paper tower out of single piece of paper and tape 
didn’t engage in planning or sketching their ideas but immediately began 3-D model building.  
Likewise, McCormick, Hennesey, and Murphy (1993) study of  two 13 year old female dyads 
working together on the design of a kite found that the students did not engage in a linear design 
process, and their process was not informed by planning.  Both research teams hypothesized that 
planning may be unnatural for children. However, research in psychology has suggested that 
children are sensitive to the contextual need for planning. Gardner and Rogoff (1990) tasked 
children with solving a maze either accurately or quickly.  They found that children, ages 7-10, 
planned more often when they were asked to solve a maze as accurately as possible (fewest 
wrong turns) but when asked to solve a maze as quickly as possible they were less likely to plan.  
This work raises the question of whether planning is unnatural or whether children are sensitive 
to the contextual need for planning.    
 
Other researchers have looked at the relationship between children’s drawings and final 
constructed artifact in situations where drawing/planning has been required.  The overall body of 
work in this area is also inconclusive.  Rogers and Wallace (2000) looked at 5 year olds planning 
drawing for a vehicle and found no relationship between the drawing and their final constructed 
artifacts.  They suggested that children’s design choices were driven by their interaction with the 
physical materials.  Conversely, Fleer (2000) comparisons between artifact and drawing of 3-6 
year olds that looked at multiple categories (e.g., naming of artifact; materials they intended to 
use; configuration and joining of materials; overall placement) found that a majority of the 
artifacts that students constructed were related, in one or more categories (though not all 
categories), to their drawings. Portsmore (2008) also found a strong relationship between an 
initial required drawing for a design challenge and the final artifact when she tasked first grade 
students with building a tool to retrieve keys from a tall acrylic box.  
 
The purpose of drawing/planning in children’s designing is also an area of continuing research.  
While Portsmore (2008) found a relationship between first graders drawing and artifacts for a 
design task, a quasi-experimental classroom intervention that required first grade students to plan 
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via drawing before constructing a series of LEGO-based artifacts showed no difference between 
the quality of the artifacts of students who planned and those who did not on explicit design 
requirements (Portsmore 2010).  These results raised the question whether the drawing is useful 
for children in planning their ideas.  MacDonald and Gustafson (2004) suggest, from their work 
looking at preliminary children’s preliminary drawings for a parachute project, that the drawings 
are representational of students ideas but not used for ideation (development of the idea as has 
been hypothesized for adults) which might suggest that that the act of drawing may not facilitate 
the development ideas. However, there is also evidence that planning can help children solve 
problems.  Gauvain and Rogoff (1989) found that among 7-10 year olds children, those who 
planned in advance produced more efficient routes in a model grocery shopping problem than 
those who did not.   
 
CASE STUDY OF ENGINEERING DESIGN IN A LITERACY CONTEXT 
 
From the Mixed Up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler in 4th Grade 
 
Tufts Center for Engineering Education and Outreach (CEEO) with colleagues from the Tufts 
Department of Education has a new NSF-funded research project entitled Integrating 
Engineering and Literacy (IEL).  The goal of this project is to help educators develop practices 
and strategies for using the texts they currently use for literacy to create integrated engineering 
and literacy activities that are mutually supportive.   Pilot work for this project has been 
exploring how students’ engage with engineering problems based in classroom literary texts.  
The IEL project is in its infancy and the classroom activity described here is not necessarily 
representative of how the IEL program will be implemented at scale.  However, the types of 
activities the classrooms have engaged in have provided insight into children’s engineering 
design practices, particularly around planning.  
 
One component of pilot work for the IEL project was conducted in a 4th grade classroom in an 
upper middle class suburb of Boston (1% of students free or reduced lunch).  The classroom was 
a sample of convenience as the teacher had previously participated in professional development 
around engineering at Tufts but had not engaged in any engineering activities with her class.  
The teacher was planning on reading From the Mixed Up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler by 
E. L. Konigsburg and agreed to collaborate with researchers on creating an engineering design 
activity related to the book.   
 
The teacher read the book to the class aloud to the whole class.  The story chronicles the 
adventures of a sister and brother, Claudia and Jamie, who run away from their home in 
Connecticut to hide out in the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City.  The pair runs 
into numerous challenges, as they need to eat, sleep, and stay hidden in the museum while trying 
to figure out the sculptor of a mysterious statue on display.  As the book was read, over the 
course of several class periods, the class generated a running list on chart paper of problems the 
characters faced.  Once they had completed reading the book, the teacher talked to the students 
about engineering and what kinds of problems engineers solve.  They refined the list into ones 
that engineers might solve  (vs. social or emotional problems). 
 
Once the class had defined a list of engineering problems.  Students picked partners and each 
group of students could select a problem that they wished to design a solution for.  They were 
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given a worksheet that tasked them with describing the problem they choose, explaining why 
they choose that problem, detailing their plan for creating their design, creating a drawing of the 
design, and specifying the materials they would need.  The worksheet served as a scaffold to help 
students formalize the idea that they would later describe in a letter they would write to Tufts 
engineers (the researchers) who would provide them with the materials they specified.  The 
teacher encouraged the students to be as precise as possible and to include a drawing as they 
would only receive the materials they requested.  The research team (which includes former and 
current engineers) reviewed the letters and acquired the materials for a later class periods.  Each 
pair received a letter, which listed the materials that were provided (and any substitutions that 
had to be made for cost or logistics reasons) and also made suggestions for their design.  
 
Having received the letters from the engineers and the materials, the students worked to 
construct their idea over the course of 3 class periods.  The teacher and researchers interacted 
with during their construction time responsively (questions, help cutting or attaching materials) 
as well as proactively (asking questions about design decisions and material choices).  The 
engineering portion of the activity culminated with each group presenting their design to the 
class and the students asking questions about its construction and function as well as how it 
would help Claudia and Jamie in the context of the story.  The students also went on to engage in 
a literacy activity around writing how the story would be different if the characters had had their 
invention.    
 
Data Collection 
 
Classroom data collection focused on qualitative measures – observations, video recording of 
student interactions, and photos and scans of student written and constructed work.    
 
Data Analysis 
 
During the enactment of the engineering portion of the activity, the researchers noticed that the 
students were deeply engaged during the time they were creating the letter that described their 
solution and requested materials.  Within professional engineering design practice, planning 
activity informs the prototyping of ideas, which, in turn, allows for additional fine-tuning of 
ideas and materials.  Hence, we looked for evidence that the activity the students were engaged 
in could be characterized as planning.  We looked at two pieces of evidence: 1) The relationship 
between the drawing/letter and the constructed artifact and 2) The discourse the students engaged 
in while they were creating the drawing/letter.  We argue that the persistence of ideas between 
drawing and artifact for all the students support the claim that all students were engaged in 
planning.  We further argue that this planning was productive (versus a pro-forma activity 
completed as part of a classroom requirement) as their discourse and drawing activity shows that 
students were actively debating design ideas, comparing material properties and trying to reach 
consensus through drawing.   
 
Letters & Artifacts as Evidence of Students’ Planning 
 
Students created letters, addressed to the researchers, to describe their idea, show what it would 
look like (in the form of a drawing) and request a list of materials.  In analyzing students’ letters 
and artifacts, we would not expect (or want) the students’ drawings to be identical to the final 
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artifact as we would expect the process of construction to yield additional insights into the design 
that would inspire modifications.  We want to establish that the artifact is a continuation of the 
initial design ideas as represented  in the letter drawing and materials list versus a separate design 
experience taken up once they had access to the physical materials.  We take this continuation of 
the ideas as evidence that the preliminary representations are indicative of planning activity.   
 
Appendix A contains the complete collection of students’ initial ideas (represented in their letter 
by drawing, description, and materials request) and their final constructed artifact.  The 
classroom had 22 students, 21 of which consented to research, all working in groups of 2 or 3.  
For the 9 groups with consenting students, we looked at the relationship between their initial 
letter, which contained a materials list, a drawing of their idea and often a description of the 
functionality or materials, and their final constructed artifact across 3 areas – function, form, and 
materials.  Function evaluated whether the mechanism or structure of the design was similar in 
the drawing/letter and the final artifact.  Form looked at whether the physical structure of their 
design was similar in the drawing/letter and final artifact.  Finally, the materials represented or 
requested in the drawing/letter were compared to those that were actually used in the final 
constructed artifact.  We saw that across all the groups ideas persisted in terms of form, function, 
and the use of materials.  While there was some variation to the degree with which they 
persisted, all of the groups carried forward ideas along all of these areas.  We will examine a 
single case, Group 6, in greater detail to illustrate the persistence of ideas.  
 

Group 6:  Spend and Save Backpack 
 
Form & Function – Group 6 focused on the money issues of the main characters and choose to 
design something that would help the characters allocate money for spending and saving and also 
have storage for other items.  In their letter and drawing (Figure 1), they detail a 3-compartment 
backpack (with straps and a handle) with a locking mechanism and a way to add money without 
opening the backpack.  Their final constructed artifact has nearly all the same features (3 
compartments, straps, handle, slots for change) and configuration.  The only significant 
difference involved the locking mechanism, which changed from a keyhole to a tie (pipe cleaner 
through a hole). 
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Figure 1: Group 6 Drawing (Top) and Final Artifact (Bottom) 

 
Materials – Table 1 shows the materials that Group 6 requested (transcribed from their letter) and 
the materials used in their final artifact. The group requested cardboard of specific dimensions 
and were provided with boxes or other cardboard stock to cut to their desired lengths.   The 
multiple types of fabric they requested were not available so the researchers substituted materials 
(blue foam) based on the function they had identified.  The materials change from drawing to 
artifact also reflects their most significant design change of the key (originally a bracket and 
paper clip) to a pipe cleaner that went through a hole.   
 
Table 1: Group 6 - Materials (Requested & Actual) 

Planning Request Materials Used 

2 - 4x10 pieces of card board (for sides of bag) Cardboard used (boxes provided to cut to 
specific dimensions) 

2 – 8x10 pieces of card board (for sides of bag) Cardboard used (boxes provided to cut to 
specific dimensions) 

2-8x4 pieces of cardboard (for sides of bag) Cardboard used (boxes provided to cut to 
specific dimensions) 

A bracket and paperclip for key to open low 
compartment 

Not Used 

2 pieces of durable cloth that are 24” long and 
2” wide for straps of back pack 

Used 

2 pieces of wire that are 6” long for handles Not Used 
2 pieces of fake leather that are 12” long for 
handles 

Not provided 

A roll of duct tape Masking tape provided 
3 4x10 pieces of blue silky fabric for lining 
cardboard 

Blue Foam provided and used 

2 – 8x10 pieces of blue silky fabric for lining 
cardboard 

Blue Foam provided and used 

2 – 8x4 pieces of blue silky fabric for linking 
cardboard 

Blue Foam provided and used 

 Pipe Cleaner (requested while building) 
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We argue that there is a significant relationship between Group 6’s drawing and artifact in terms 
of function, form and materials.  While there are differences between the drawing and artifact, 
they pursued the function (a 3-compartment back pack) represented in their initial drawing using 
a majority of the materials they had requested.   The final design is a continuation of the ideas 
that were captured during the planning process.   
 
The fact that this pattern occurred across all 9 groups suggests that the context of this problem, 
where materials had to be specified and requested, may have supported students’ engagement in 
planning in different ways that problems that give students immediate and unlimited access to 
materials.  
 
Students’ discourse and activity as evidence of productive planning 
 
The relationship between the letter/drawing and the final artifact provide evidence that the 
students were engaged in planning – that is, in creating a representation of a design idea they 
intended to enact.  However, we also want to know –Was this productive planning? Do we see 
the students engaged in the type of reasoning and decision-making that we would expect in the 
planning process?  Or are they completing the requirements as pro-forma component of 
classroom activity? To examine, this we looked at the activity and discourse between students as 
they planned.  This paper presents one example of excerpts from a pair of students. 
 

Harry & Mike (Group 3) 
 
Harry and Mike decided to solve the problem of how Claudia and Jamie, the two main 
characters, could see a statue in the museum. The statue is part of a popular special exhibit and 
the two characters, which are children, have difficulty seeing it over the crowds of adults. To 
help them get a better view, Harry and Mike negotiate creating their own version of a periscope 
(inspired by the fact that Harry has a periscope at home). We show two short episodes of their 
negotiations of their design to provide evidence and descriptions of the rich and diverse ways 
they engaged in planning their periscope. 
 

Harry and Mike’s negotiation over mirror placement 
 
After deciding to build this device, Harry and Mike discussed the details of how it was going to 
work. In particular, they decided that the periscope should be able to rotate. To negotiate their 
design, they flipped their worksheets over to draw out what their periscope might look like. 
Harry was positioned as the leader in the pair and did most of the directing and drawing:  
 
1 Harry But here the mirrors are. (drawing on the back of the paper) You know?  
2 Mike No the mirror would be over there. (pointing to the drawing on the back of 

Harry’s paper) 
3 Harry Yeah yeah yeah. They would be in there.  
4 Mike But this would- Oh, that one couldn't move like that. 
5 Harry Yeah, yeah, yeah. Exactly. (continuing to draw)And then right here. 

Here's a […] and then they wouldn't be connected because if you move 
this one, this one would move too. And so 

6 Mike And it would still be facing the same. 
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7 Harry Exactly. And um yeah so like if you didn't do that (starts drawing) we 
could have it like that. We could have that, have that.  

8 Harry And then this one, […] we could have this and this and then that one 
could be behind it. (modeling the position of the two mirrors with one 
hand at his eyes and one above his head, also gesturing to show the shape 
of the periscope.) 

9 Mike Yeah. 
10 Harry (flips paper over to front of worksheet) So making it like this, 
 
In this episode, both Harry and Mike were engaged in figuring out the placement of the mirrors 
on their periscope. Harry coordinated his talk with his drawing to direct Mike’s attention to the 
mirror locations. Mike stopped Harry to correct his placement, pointing to his partner’s diagram. 
When Harry responded by clarifying their location (“they would be in there”), Mike assessed 
their placement based on whether parts of the periscope would be able to move, presumably to 
allow for its rotation. Harry also evaluated the features of the periscope based on whether it 
would be able rotate (“if you move this one, this one would move too.”) Harry then went on to 
add more features to the periscope design, drawing on his diagram. Beyond representing their 
design pictorially, Harry also coordinated his gestures to show how the design would look in use, 
as he used his hands to indicate the placement of the mirrors and the shape of the periscope. His 
gestures not only indicated the size, shape, and details of the design, but also how it would be 
used as it is held up to an eye. 
 

Evidence of planning 
 
In this episode, we find evidence that both Harry and Mike were engaged in the process of 
planning. While they had a worksheet that could guide their collaboration, Harry and Mike 
spontaneously used the blank space on the back of the page as their primary tool for organizing 
their design. Instead of simply filling out the worksheet, they used spontaneous, informal 
drawings to communicate and negotiate the key details of their design, such as the placement of 
the mirrors. Furthermore, their planning went beyond drawing and labeling a diagram; 
integrating form and function was key part of their discussion. They deliberated how their 
arrangement of materials would affect how the design would work, such as how the placement of 
the mirrors would affect the capacity of their periscope to rotate.  
 

Harry and Mike’s negotiation over materials 
 
Harry and Mike continued refining their design, figuring out the details of a rotating platform for 
the periscope. As they finalized the functional elements of their design, they began to discuss the 
materials they would need to make it:  
11 Mike (Looks at drawing with hands on his forehead)  So we're gonna need two 

triangle mirrors, 
12 Harry (Harry is drawing) Whoa whoa whoa.  So need something that can- Oh! 

And this, and let let's make the lock for this. So hook, hook, rubber bands, 
13 Mike Would you use like fishing hooks?  
14 Harry Um, or you know those um, hooks that people use to um 
15 Mike Fishing hooks? 
16 Harry No no no. (snaps his fingers and hits hand on forehead) The kind people 
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use to um hang pictures? 
17 Mike Oh yeah. 
18 Harry Those kind, so we would have them.  Do you wanna make this out of 

wood? 
19 Mike Hmm. Wood would be more artificial, but it would take longer. 
20 Harry It would take longer but it would be stronger and um 
21 Mike But how would they- how would they get the wood? 
22 Harry Do they have to? 
23 Mike Yeah, but if they get if- when like- but- you know how Jamie is really 

cheap? 
24 Harry He is.  
25 Mike So if, they wouldn't probably get the wood. They would probably get 

cardboard, cause 
26 Harry Yeah. I see what you're saying. I see what you're saying. 
27 Mike Cause Jamie's cheap and he, that would probably cost a lot more than 

cardboard. 
28 Harry But then cardboard wouldn't be as sturdy and um, you, you know how 

flimsy cardboard is. (shrugs) Yeah, I mean, um (turns to paper and starts 
drawing) 

29 Mike But then they, once they get the wood they'd have to get the cardboard. 
They'd have to get glue. They'd have to get all this other stuff.  

30 Harry Why not just nails? 
31 Mike Yeah, but nails cost money also…. But we could still use wood but 

pretend it’s cardboard (smiles) 
32 Harry I don’t- I don’t think it has to be something that they would buy. 
33 Mike OK. 
34 Harry I think that's. I don't think it would be like they have to pay for it.  
35 Mike OK 
 
At the start of this episode, Harry began listing materials, specifying the quantity of mirrors that 
they would need. Mike elaborated more on another feature of their design — a lock — but then 
oriented to Harry’s activity of listing materials, naming the materials as he drew on his paper. As 
both hooks and rubber bands were added to the list, Mike questioned the type of hooks that 
might be used, allowing for further specification of the materials. Harry then asked if Mike 
would like to make the body of the device out of wood. This question initiated a prolonged 
exchange in which Mike and Harry debated about the affordances and constraints of different 
material choices. Mike responded first by weighing a pro and a con of using wood. Harry picked 
this pattern up, balancing the length of time to fabricate with the strength of the material. Going 
beyond the fabrication considerations, Mike argued that they also needed to consider how their 
“clients”, the characters in the book, would acquire the materials and pay for them. He brought 
the importance of cost in deciding the materials, again citing how their fictional client was 
“cheap” and would probably get cardboard. Harry responded by reinforcing the importance of 
the strength of the material and the pair continued to debate how their material choice satisfied 
the myriad considerations of their design problem. 
 

Evidence of planning 
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In addition to their sophisticated drawing practices in the first episode, Harry and Mike 
considered the quantity and nature of the materials that they would need for their device. 
Furthermore, they linked their material choices with the functional properties of their design. In 
their exchange of wood versus cardboard, they debated about how the materials related to 
different design criteria, including durability, feasibility, and considerations of cost that are 
important to their “client,” the character Jamie from the book. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
As K-12 engineering education proliferates, the question of how children engage in engineering 
design practices, on a macro and micro level, becomes more salient.   This paper examines the 
engagement of 4th grade students in planning and offers evidence that 4th grade students can 
engage deeply in planning (preliminary reasoning and decision making).   The persistence of 
ideas demonstrated by the relationship between students’ letter/drawing and their final 
constructed artifact is similar to the findings of Fleer (2000) and Portsmore (2008).  This 
supports the idea that planning is an activity that is within the reach of elementary grade 
students.   
  
That we have preliminary evidence that students have capabilities to plan is significant in 
thinking about the expectations we have for elementary students in engineering design activities.  
However, the research that has observed students engaged in design have found that students 
skip planning steps in favor of immediate construction and design (e.g. McCormick, Murphy et 
al. 1994; Welch 1999; Welch and Lim 2000) raises the question of what type of scaffolding is 
needed to support this particular design practice.  While we can’t argue that in this project 
students spontaneously planned (as they were prompted to plan with a worksheet), we think this 
work raises the question of students’ sensitivity to the need and utility of planning.  In the case of 
the previous studies (e.g. McCormick, Murphy et al. 1994; Welch 1999; Welch and Lim 2000), 
students had immediate access to the materials, which may make 3-D manipulation and 
prototyping a more expedient option for students.  In our study, the authentic delay of access to 
materials and the fact they were only provided with materials they requested, seems to have 
prompted students to engage in significant preliminary reasoning and decision making as 
illustrated by the discourse and activity analysis of Harry and Mike.  In professional engineering 
practice, there are multiple issues that make planning and drawing necessary – from cost of 
materials, to communication of ideas amongst a large team.  This work highlights that we may 
need to carefully consider the context in which students find planning and drawing productive in 
a design context.  This is likely a complex issue as students’ are often engaging in engineering 
design as a learning activity, where they are expected to gain content knowledge in any number 
of disciplines and or experience in engineering design practices, versus professionals who are 
exercising a large body of existing knowledge in their design process – so simply reproducing 
the conditions of professional engineers may not be adequate.   
 
One step this work takes towards unpacking this issue is the discourse and activity analysis, 
which helps to begin to characterize what children’s productive planning looks like in an 
engineering design project.  Harry and Mike are using drawings to communicate and negotiate 
details of their design, debating on how the arrangement of materials would effect how their 
design would work, and weighing their choice of materials based on form and function.   These 
are all planning practices that we argue should be developed and encouraged.  However, clearly 
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we need to know more about how to develop and encourage them and how to structure projects 
and teaching practices to support this type of productive activity in terms of planning and other 
activity.   
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APPENDIX A 

	  

Group   

 

 
 Drawing/Letter Artifact 
Function Wires attached to door to trigger a voice 

recorder 
A component of the design is rebuilt (without the room context) 

Form Full scale model that  
Wires attached to door to trigger sound 
device (recorder) 

Wires attached to door to trigger sound device (recordable greeting 
card) 

Group 1: 
Problem – 
How to fool 
the main 
characters 
parents as 
long as 
possible. 

Materials Pillows, Building Blocks, Brown Thread, 
Blanket, Voice Recorder, Duct Tape, Barb 
Wire,  

Wire, Tape, Recordable Greeting Card 
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 Drawing/Letter Artifact 
Function Sand from a bottle fills a cup which 

depresses a leveron a fulcrum to flip a 
switch that turns the light on 

The team had the bottle filled with sand filling a cup.  They had a 
flashlight and a light they were attempting to trigger. 

Form Materials arranged on a chair and the floor Materials arranged on the chair and the floor 

Group 2: 
Problem – 
How to help 
the main 
characters 
wake up 
early. 

Materials Lamp, Portable Light Switch, Sand, Plastic 
Platform, Duct Tape, Water/Soda Bottle, 2 
meter sticks, Paper Cups, Fulcrum 
(requested advice on material for a 
fulcrum) 

Water Bottle, Card board, Tape, Meter Stick, Blocks, Flashlight and 
Light Switch 

 *The students had trouble enacting their idea for the fulcrum and level and did not finish the project. 
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Group 3: 
Problem – 
How to help 
the main 
characters see 
the statue 
(Angel) 
better. 

 

 

  Drawing/Letter Artifact 
 Function A periscope (mirrors that see over top of 

things) that extends and turns  
A periscope (with functional mirrors) that extends. 

 Form Nested cardboard with recangular 
mirrors and hooks 

Nested rectangular boxes with rectangular mirrors and additional foam 
handles* 

 Materials Packng boxes, mirrors, picture hooks, 
plastic tubing, duct tape, rubber bands 

Boxes, mirrors, tape, foam frames (from mirrors) 

 *The mirrors provided had a foam frame that the students used for the handles  
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Group 4: 
Problem – 
How to help 
the main 
characters see 
the statue 
over the 
crowd.  

 
  Drawing/Letter Artifact 
 Function A “stilt” to make the character taller A box that that attaches to a shoe 
 Form Shoe with a box and rubber Carboard box with tape and velcro 
 Materials Shoe, Carboard boxes,Duct Tape, Hot Glue 

Gun, Velcro  
Shoe, Cardboard box, Masking Tape, Velcro 
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Group 5: 
Problem – 
How to help 
the main 
characters 
avoid having 
their picture 
in the news 
paper.   

 
  Drawing/Letter Artifact 
 Function Mask and Clothing Disguise (shirt, boots) 2 Masks and 2 disguises (in dress form, not pictured) 
 Form Cardboard masks, Cloth shirt and boots 2 cardboard masks, 2 cloth dresses 
 Materials Paint, cardboard, fabric, string, construction paper, 

hole punch, extra fabric, glue 
Cardboard, construction paper, plastic accessories, string, 
fabric 
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Group 6: 
Problem – 
How to help 
the main 
characters get 
or spend 
money. 

 

 
  Drawing/Letter Artifact 
 Function A multi comparment backpack (areas designated 

for spending money, saving money, and storage of 
other items) 

A multi comparment backpack (areas designated for 
spending money, saving money, and storage of other items) 

 Form A rectangular box divided into 3 sections with a 
lock 

A rectangular box, divided into 3 sections with a lock 

 Materials Cardboard (multiple pieces and sizes), a bracket, 
paperclip, durable cloth, wire, fake leather, duct 
tape, silky cloth,  

Cardboard, basic fabric*, pipe cleaers (for handle and lock), 
foam paper, masking tape 

 * Students were only provided 1 type of fabric 
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Group 7: 
Problem – 
How to help 
the main 
characters get 
a letter to the 
head of the 
museum 
unseen. 

 

 
  Drawing/Letter Artifact 
 Function A robot that can move and hold a piece of paper A robot that can move and hold a piece of paper 
 Form A LEGO NXT robot with the motors mounted 

under neat 
A LEGO NXT robot with the motors mounted on the side 
and additional front wheels. 

 Materials LEGO NXT Kit LEGO NXT Kit 
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Group 8: 
Problem – 
How to help 
the main 
characters get 
more money 
from a 
fountain when 
they take a 
bath. 

 

 

 

 
  Drawing/Letter Artifact 
 Function A backpack with multiple attached hoses to scoop 

money out of the fountain (with holes in  the 
bottom to filter out water) and cups 

A backpack with a pair of  attached hoses to scoop money 
out of the fountain (with holes in  the bottom to filter out 
rice) and cups and a hat with a flashlight 

 Form A plastic rectangular box with attached hoses A cardboard rectangular box with attached hose 
 Materials Plastic box, string, rubber tube, tape, plastic cups, 

plastic lid, metal hinges, styrafoam tile, scoopers, 
flashlight, magnifying glass, kevlar, waterproof 
glue, screw, nails 

Cardboard box, tape, plastic tubing, cups, plastic lid, duct 
tape, flashlight,  
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Group 9: 
Problem – 
How to fool 
the main 
characters’ 
parents into 
thinking they 
were still at 
home. 

 

 
  Drawing/Letter Artifact 
 Function A dummy  (full size) of one of the main characters 

with a voice recorder that is triggered by a marble 
on a slide which moves when the door to the room 
is opened 

A scaled down model of a bedroom with a marble that is 
triggered by opening the door. 

 Form While the drawing shows only a bed, the letter text 
describes a marble slide that that is triggered by 
opening a full size door to  activate a recording 
device. 

A model of the bedroom constructed inside a cardboard box.  
The model included a door that triggered the marble to trvel 
down a slide (cardboard tuve) and activate a recordable 
greeting card. 

 Materials Pillows, duct tape, marbles, voice recorder, clear 
string, newspaper, markers, paint, googly eyes, 
paper mache 

Cardboard box,toilet paper rolls, marble, tape, recordable 
greeting card. 

 
 
 
 
 
 


